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Abstract
Temperature rise in the contact zone of meshing gears is a serious problem in gear design. The temperature rise on lubricated surfaces may result in the signiﬁcant decrease on the material strength and lubricant
viscosity which reduces the ﬁlm thickness, causing solid to solid contact. The equations and the evaluations
of the rise in temperature were given in [Proc. VDI Berichte 2 (1665) (2002) 615–626] and reiterated in this
paper brieﬂy. The data from [Proc. VDI Berichte 2 (1665) (2002) 615–626] are used to establish an artiﬁcial
intelligence model where a multi layer feedforward neural network has been employed. The model accepts
surface roughness, gear ratio, horsepower and the number of teeth as input variables, and outputs calculated pinion surface asperity temperatures. The aim of the present work is to provide a straightforward
and simple way to compute the asperity temperature rise for a given set of variables. R-square value for
the computed temperature values proves the method satisfactory.
 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Nomenclature
Tasp
TBl
W
V1
q1
c1
k1
m
E
Mg
/
x
f
A0
Ac
HP
xp
Cd
h
b

the maximum asperity temperature
the bulk temperature
the heat partition of coeﬃcient (assumed 0.5)
the curvature speed
the density of gear material
the speciﬁc heat of gear material
the conductive heat transfer coeﬃcient of material
PoissonÕs ratio
modulus of elasticity
gear ratio
the pressure angle
normalised distance of the location of the ﬁrst point of contact on the line of action
with respect to the length of the line of action
coeﬃcient of friction
nominal area of contact
real contact area
transferred power between the gears
angular velocity of the pinion
centre distance
the ﬁlm thickness above asperity height
the contact width

1. Introduction
Thermal eﬀects as a result of temperature rise are an important issue in gear design, and these
eﬀects took considerable attention in the research community. Tallian [2] investigated the role of
surface defects in spalling life prediction modelling. His eﬀorts concentrated on surface distress
microspalling, in asperity dimensions. He analyzed the surface distress defect formation in rolling
contact using the Greenwood–Williamson surface roughness model. He suggests a signiﬁcant
inﬂuence on life of several asperity statistics, EHL ﬁlm thickness ratio, traction, material fatigue
properties, and pre-service defects. In an another work, Tallian [3] proposed a spalling fatigue life
model based on populations of surface defects with depth (severity) distributed according to the
Greenwood–Williamson asperity model.
Kopf [4] investigated the phenomenon of progressive wear which causes a rapid increase in
wear, distortion of the tooth proﬁles and the failure of the gear transmission. Nikolashev [5] proposed a gear train wear analysis method that accounts for the change of the slip coeﬃcient and the
width of the contact area as it passes the surface point at which wear is determined. He reported
that wear at the pitch point of an involute gear exists and increased with an increase in the gear
ratio. Drozdov et al. [6] reported on the calculation of the work capacity of gear transmissions and
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proposed a wear criterion based mainly on mechanical phenomena. Formulas are proposed for
calculations of wear intensity of solids.
BlokÕs [7] introduction of the ﬂash temperature concept to explain scoring failure stimulated
numerous theoretical and experimental studies to further investigate this phenomenon. Obata
et al. [8] investigated the temperature rise of a gear tooth model when a moving heat source with
variable heat quantity acted repeatedly at regular time intervals. Rashid and Seireg [9] studied the
heat partition and the transient temperature distribution in layered concentrated contacts and
developed the empirical formulas based on the numerical results and Seireg and Atan [1] applied
these formulas to the meshing spur gear teeth.
2. Analytical formulation
When two surfaces are in sliding/rolling contact, there will be a heat generation among the sliding surfaces and temperature rise in the lubricant, asperitiesÕ bulk surface and the bulk. Our main
concern was the temperature rise of the asperities at gear dedendum because of the maximum sliding velocity and the maximum heat generation [10]. Asperity temperature rise calculations in the
dedendum are based on following conditions:
1. Viscosity of lubricating ﬂuid assumed to be constant at maximum bulk surface temperature.
2. The heat input at the asperities result of sliding is due to frictional heating, where k (ﬁlm thickness/surface roughness) is smaller than 1.4 [10].
3. The heat input at the asperities result of sliding is due to viscous heating, where k P 1.4.
The temperature rise and lubricant viscosity are calculated trough iteration as the procedure
shown in Fig. 1. The maximum temperature rise at the pinion dedendum asperities is calculated
as follows:
When k 6 1.4 with the equation as an extension of the analyses given by Taylor and Seireg [11]
as
pﬃ
2q_
ð1Þ
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Calculate the asperity temperature rise from
viscous heating (equation 3)

Y
Calculate the asperity temperature rise from
frictional heating (equation 1)

End

Fig. 1. Flow chart of temperature rise calculation, where viscosity constant at maximum surface.

In the above equation Ac/A0 the ratio of real contact area to nominal contact area is calculated by
The Greenwood–Williamson surface model [12] as
 
Ac
d
¼ pDsum Rq rs F 1
rs
A0
where, rs is the standard deviation of the summit heights, Dsum is Rthe number of summits per unit
1
ðd=rs ÞðS  d=rs ÞUðSÞds intearea, d is the asperity height above the summit mean, F 1 ðd=rs Þ ¼
gral of the contact distribution function. and when k P 1.4 (viscous heating) with the procedure
developed by Rashid and Seireg [9] and this procedure applied to the gears by [10] as

0:5
T asp  T B1 1:03 q1 c1 V 1 b
¼
ð3Þ
k1
k1
wq
The transient heat input q per unit contact length is calculated from shear stress S
q ¼ V s bS
where S ¼ l Vhs is the shear stress

ð4Þ
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For the calculations of temperature rise and related viscosity, ﬁlm thickness and coeﬃcient friction in this procedure, each iteration step we have used so many data and entered manually.
Therefore in this paper our aim is to make a ‘‘black-box’’ model so as to replace the time consuming iterative computational process.

3. Neural network model
In this study, the common three layer-feedforward type of artiﬁcial neural network, as shown in
Fig. 2, is considered. In a feedforward network, the input quantities are ﬁrst normalized to a range
of 0.1 and 0.9 via Eq. (5), and then fed into input layer neurons, which, in turn, pass them on to
the hidden layer neurons after multiplying by a weight. A hidden layer neuron adds up the
weighted input received from each input neuron, associates it with a bias, if any, and then passes
the result on through a non-linear transfer function. The output neurons do the same operation as
that of a hidden neuron
X i ¼ 0:1 þ 0:8 ðX i  X min i Þ=ðX max i  X min i Þ

ð5Þ

where Xmax and Xmin are the maximum and minimum values of the ith node in the input layer for
all the feed data vectors, respectively. The weights were assigned a random value between 1 and
1.
Before its application to any problem, the network is ﬁrst trained, whereby the diﬀerence between the target output and the calculated model output at each output neuron is minimized
by adjusting the weights and biases through some training algorithm. During training, a neuron
receives inputs from a previous layer, weights each input with a prearranged value, and combines
these weighted inputs. The combination of the weighted inputs is represented as:
X
xi vij
ð6Þ
netj ¼
where netj = summation of the weighted input for the jth neuron; xi = input from the ith neuron
to the jth neuron; and vij = weight from the ith neuron in the previous layer to the jth neuron in
the current layer.
The netj is passed through a transfer function to determine the level of activation. If the
activation of a neuron is strong enough, it produces an output that is sent as an input to other

x1

ν ij

x2
x3
Output Layer
x4
Input Layer

Hidden Layer

Fig. 2. A generic Multilayer feedforward neural network with 4 · 4 · 1 topology.
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neurons in the successive layer. In this study, sigmoid function is employed as an activation function in the training of the network
f ðnetj Þ ¼

1
1 þ enetj

ð7Þ

The learning of ANNs is accomplished by a back-propagation algorithm where information is
processed in the forward direction from the input layer to the hidden layer and then to the output
layer (Fig. 1). The objective of a back propagation network is, by minimizing a predetermined
error function, to ﬁnd the optimal weights which would generate an output vector
Y = (y1, y2, . . . , yp) as close as possible to target values of output vector T = (t1, t2, . . ., tp) with a
selected accuracy.
A predetermined error function has the following form (9):
XX
ðy i  ti Þ2
ð8Þ
E¼
P

p

where yi = component of an ANN output vector Y; ti = component of a target output vector T;
p = number of output neurons; and P = number of training patterns.
The least square error method, along with a generalized delta rule, is used to optimize the network weights. The-gradient descent method, along with the chain rule of derivatives, is employed
to modify network weights as:
¼ vold
vnew
ij
ij  d

@E
@vij

ð9Þ

where vi = learning rate which is used to increase the chance of avoiding the training process being
trapped in a local minima instead of a global minima. The details of ANNs can be obtained from
the literature [13].

4. Genetic algorithms as an average equalizer
4.1. Description of the problem
In ANN programming, the data is unequally divided in two, the ﬁrst batch is used for training
and the rest is for testing of the model. For robust modelling, the network needs to be fed with a
statistically balanced data. That is, the training and testing data sets should have approximately
the same minimum to maximum range and average temperature values as in the parent data set.
We initially used the ﬁrst 185 of this data set, in chronological order, for training of the model
and the remaining for testing. We found out that the resulting model was biased due to the different average temperature values between the training and testing data sets. This bias problem
was eliminated by the use of GAs which sorted the training and testing data set in a balanced
manner.
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The data sorting for equalizing the averages can be done manually only if the number of data
is limited. When more data are involved, a separate GA program may be employed before the
application of NN. This code may also be thought of as an average ﬁlter.
4.2. Genetic algorithms
In nature, the species are evolved to survive under the harshest conditions. This evolution (‘‘survival of the ﬁttest’’) process has attracted the attention of computing society for solving problems
in various diciplines. As a result Genetic Algorithms (GAs) which mimic the evolution process
have been developed in the last decade of the 20th century.
The Genetic Algorithms employ Darwinian selection and Mendelian crossover principles. GAs
contain steps that range from simulating fertilization of any diploid organism to the extinction of
a certain species during a computing session. Since GAs are robust and guided random search
methods they have found a niche in the nonlinear programming ﬁeld. An in-depth analysis is
given in [13].
5. Results and discussion
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The total of 225 analytical data has been split in two, the ﬁrst 185 have been used for the training of the network, and the remaining 40 for the testing and validation purposes. A 4 · 3 · 1 network topology has been applied, and the training was made through backprop algorithm. The
program code was written by the authors, and a data ﬁlter was implemented [14].
Fig. 3 shows the plot of the predicted asperity temperatures with two diﬀerent methods. The
ﬁrst one is the predicted calculation of the analytical method and the second is the prediction
of the ANN method. The plots (Figs. 3 and 4) show that the results are close enough to prove
the modelÕs applicability. Also, it can be seen that the relative error is smaller for the higher temperatures where, the eﬀect of the temperature becomes more important for the gear design.

Number of Data

Fig. 3. Predicted analytical results of aspererity temperature given by Eqs. (2) and (3) depend on lubrication condition
and predicted numerical results of asperity temperature.
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Fig. 4. Predicted numerical results vs. analytical results of asperity temperatures and R2 value.

6. Conclusions
The advantage of the model is the simpliﬁcation, and the lessening of the iterative eﬀorts. The
analytical method requires many iterations between the viscosity and the temperature and
through the iterations, many data have to be entered by hand. As for the latter method, none
of the diﬃculties exist. With the ANN model, four input data are to be fed to the system, and
the temperature is output. The low R-square value is not very cooperative, yet in facilitating
the overall complexity, networks are quite promising. As a measure to increase the eﬀectiveness
of the model, an upper bound was imposed on the temperature, and the modeling was carried
out for values below or equal to 1000. Earlier experimentation proved the authors right accuracy-wise, and with a bound of 1500 on the temperature, lower R-square values have been observed. Thus, this area still yet merits variants through computational modeling techniques for
a better output performance.
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